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Hi Greg! Fenris & Mott was so much fun to read and is an incredible 
way to introduce young readers to Norse mythology. What 
inspired you to write this story? In fifth grade we did a little unit on 
mythology and the Norse myths were my favorites. They were the 
funniest, the weirdest, they had the most swords, and they seemed 
like things that could still be happening somewhere in the world. I 
started thinking about what it would be like if Ragnarok, the Norse 
myth about the end of the universe, was happening now, and I 
borrowed my favorite character from Ragnarok -- Fenris, the moon-
eating wolf -- and combined those elements with a story about a 
girl who has to keep Fenris away from harm. Mixing ancient tales 
from the past with modern settings and events and characters just 
seemed like too much fun to pass up.

Which scene was your favorite to write? I enjoyed writing the scene 
where Mott, a modern girl and Thrudi, a Valkyrie warrior, have 
a sleepover. I like having strangers become friends, especially 
if they’re very different people from one another. For example, 
Mott didn’t grow up fighting monsters, and Thrudi’s never had hot 
chocolate, but it turns out they really like each other and become 
quick pals. 

If you could choose any mythical creature to be your pet, which 
one would you pick? I have to go with Fenris because I love dogs, 
and puppies are so cute, even when they’re chewing through your 
phone charger cable or destroying all life as we know it. 
 
We loved how you used the myth of Ragnarok as a parallel to 
climate change in our own world. How are you hoping this message 
will resonate with your readers? I try not to write messages in my 
books, but I do like posing questions. When I was writing scenes 
about Ragnarok and extreme weather and global destruction, I 
started asking myself questions, and one of the biggest ones was 
who holds the power in our reality to keep harming our environment 
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CREATIVITY CORNERor to slow down the harm and ultimately stop it. Is it private 
corporations, like energy companies and manufacturers and 
the banking industry? Is it government? Is it us, the people? Is it a 
combination of all three? And who benefits from climate disaster? 
Who’s making money from it? I have my own answers, but I don’t 
want to preach them. I’d much prefer readers ask  questions of 
their own and then seek out answers.

Have you read any middle grade books recently that you’d like 
to recommend to our readers? A couple of recent favorites are 
Every Bird a Prince by Jenn Reese, which is a fantasy about a bird 
kingdom and a girl who’s trying to figure herself out, and Asking For 
Trouble by Sarah Prineas, the sequel to Trouble in the Stars, which is 
grand space adventure about an alien shape-shifting kid. They’re 
both so different yet so terrific.

Loved Fenris & Mott? 
Try these great reads next!
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Design your own mythical creature by rolling a die and 
adding up the different traits you land on. For an extra 

challenge, draw a picture of your creature and invent a 
brand new name for it! Happy creature creating!

# Body

Horse

Lion

Lizard

Fish

Hawk

Rabbit

Head

Horn

Deer
Antlers

Crest of
Feathers

Spiky
Scales

Gills

Mane

Face

Bird
Beak

Pointy
Teeth

Fuzzy
Snout

Elephant
Nose

Three
Eyes

Forked
Tongue

Feet

Hooves

Fish Tail

Scaly
Claws

Tentacles

Furry
Paws

Webbed
Feet

Back

Bat
Wings

Bird
Wings

Shell

Spines

Fiery
Tail

Multiple
Tails
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LA MBELET
ANNE

Hi Anne! You’ve created so many 
beautiful illustrations for us over the years. 
Can you tell us a bit about your process for 
developing an idea from beginning to end? 
The first thing I do, assuming the weather is 
alright, is put my iPad, my sketchbook and 
my computer aside and go for a jog. As my 
body starts moving and my heart beats faster, 
the wheels in my brain start turning too, and 
by the time I get home I’m overflowing with 
possible compositions to try. To get them 
on paper as fast as I can, I sketch a lot of 
small, rough thumbnails that probably look 
like scribbles to anyone but me. From there 
the process is basically a repetitive journey 
of taking my favorites, tracing them, refining 
them, then taking my favorites of those, tracing and refining them 
again and so on until I’ve narrowed it down to a single piece 
where I’m content to call it “finished”. Along the way I also look up 
a lot of photo references, browse Pinterest for inspiration and do 
various color studies to help steer my refining process. No matter 
how many times I start a new illustration, I still hit snags along 
the way, have doubts about how everything will turn out, lose 
confidence in myself. As long as I’m persistent though, I almost 
always end up with something that makes me proud.

What would you say is your biggest source of inspiration? I think my 
biggest sources of inspiration are books! Books are infinite wells of 
new ideas. Whether they’re teaching me more about the world 
around me or thrusting me into brand new worlds never before 
explored, it’s hard to spend any amount of time with a good book 
without putting it down full of new ideas.

@annelambelet

annelambelet.com

@AnneLambelet 
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IT’S TIME FOR ANOTHER #OWLBABBLE!
Join the OwlCrate Jr team next month for 
a live book chat with @gregvaneekhout, 
author of Fenris & Mott! Find more details 

closer to the date on @owlcratejr. See you 
there, bookworms!

facebook.com/owlcratejr@owlcratejr @owlcratetv @owlcratejr 


